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SUBJECT: GENERAL—OPIRATIONAL/CASE

0spranc—Dropping of KIBITZ-9a

REF: MCKA-22261, MCKW-11941

1. References are PRQ Part I and granting of full operational
clearance respectively for subject.

2. Subject is hereby dropped without prejudice. Subject has shown
no interest for some eight or nine months in continuing training as a
1/T operator in the KIBITZ Program. The main reason for this lack of
interest appears to be that subject has gotten "cold feet".

:3 has made three attempts in sixty days to cont iect in an
effort to set a new training date. In each attempt, C. ;1s call or
letter was either ignored or subject very hastily said he did not have
time or did not know when he could even talk to

3. Subject was trained .on a part-time basis on two occasions in
1950 and a number of occasions in 1951 -- the last being on 12 July 1951.
His previous radio experience gave him a good basic knowledge of radios
and, with part-time training one or two hours two or three days during
Hay, June and July 1951, he reached 15 wpm receiving and 11 wpm sending.

I. Operationally subject knows the following:

a. Subjectrewer received any training in =MIA procedure.

b. Subject has seen but does not have in his possession the
following MIT equipment: instructograph; ADK; oscillator and SSTE,1.

Rnhiect WAS trained by the following staff VT instructors:
L: :1/ C.: ji and r: :1 (none are with

KIM= Program now under unknown aliases.

d. Subject knows the following staff personnel:
:/ as Er.

L. 	 :11 as Mr. C.

as Ur.
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e. Subject knows only the Ulm Safehouse, Galgenbergweg 20
(which we mill vacate by 1 November 1952).

5. C :3 requested in MA-30937, 18 July 1951, 500
DM to assist KIBITZ-9a in the purchase of a motorcycle. This was ap-
craved by COM here. EE approval was given in MOM-11763, 4 December 1951.

rAl rave the money to KIBITZ-9a who then purchased a motor-

	

cycle. L;-	 of Supply Section, COM, checked supply records and
there is no supply accounting of this motorcycle or the 500 DM given to
KIBITZ-9a for this purchase.

6. There is no secure means available to the undersigned to Obtain
the motorcycle or reimbursement for the money given to KIBITZ-9a for this
purchase. As stated above, KIBITZ-9a has "cold feet" and any attempt on
our part to discuss reimbursement now would probably be a security risk.
It is therefore requested that accountability for this expenditure be
dropped from the KIBITZ account in Finance, and that supply be so notified.

7. propping of subject will not pose any Security problems because,
with the move of KIBITZ operations out of Ulm, he will have no link or
tie-in to staff personnel or the operation. In addition, his operational
inactivity for over a year make remote the possibility that his KIBITZ
relationships would lead to gurveillance of the operation. There is no
indication that his "cold feet" have lead to his doubling on us. In fact,
from what I can learn of the man, it is felt that he would like to forget
the whole episode and mould not, in self protection, mention it to anyone.
His year's lay.-off from operations has probably served to blurr his memory
of the KIBITZ project.

APPROVED:

L:	 --:1	 HOS/cfp
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